Default mode network and the timed up and go in MCI: A structural covariance analysis.
The timed up and go (TUG) is a test used to assess mobility in older adults and patients with neurological conditions. This study aims to compare brain gray matter (GM) correlates and structural covariance networks associated with the TUG time in cognitively healthy individuals (CHI) and in patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). The TUG time was measured in 326 non-demented older community-dwellers (age 71.3 ± 4.5; 42% female) - 156 CHI and 170 MCI. GM covariance networks were computed using voxel-based morphometry with the main neural correlates of TUG for each group as seed regions. Increased TUG time (i.e., poor performance) was associated with distinct brain volume reductions between CHI and MCI. The covariance analysis showed cortical regions involving the default mode network in CHI and bilateral cerebellar regions in MCI. GM networks associated with the TUG vary between CHI and MCI, suggesting distinct brain control for locomotion between CHI and MCI patients.